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Isoptikon is the name of an application
to quickly make precise drawings of
Euclidean figures. Can be used for
drawing on screen and printer.
Tutorials: Isoptikon tutorials Isoptikon
8 tutorial Source code, sources and
information: Isoptikon sources and
information Isoptikon builds Features:
Isoptikon Special Features: Intuitive
user interface Quick & Powerful
Draws figures in 3D Isoptic Cubics:
Isoptikon Use: Tutorials: General: For
Beginners: Applications & softwares:
- Microsoft Excel Programming &
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general: C++ and OpenGL
Keyboards: English & Greek
Kernighan and Ritchie Usability:
Isoptikon Usability: The program
consists of two Parts: The graphical
user interface (GUI) and the main
routine. The GUI: Color scheme Text
layout Figures and labeling Constraint
limits Branches and its coloring Lines,
rings, planes, ellipses and cones Trace
of the face Isoptic cubics Samples:
Isoptikon Samples: Applications &
softwares: - Microsoft Excel
Programming & general: C++ and
OpenGL Keyboards: English & Greek
Kernighan and Ritchie Usability: "The
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last name of the creator's son
- Anastasios" Isoptikon Availability:
Isoptikon Availability: Available as
freeware. The source code and the
source code of all applications is
available for C, C++, Java, Microsoft
Visual Basic, LabVIEW and most
programming languages that can use
the Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 IDE.
Isoptikon Components: Isoptikon
Components: - Isoptikon main routine
- Dialogs - Graphics Window - Report
windows - Message box - Containers Graphics objects - Line circles Ellipses - Cones - Paraboloids - Cubic
surfaces - Cylinders - Isoptic curves -
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Ellipse packing - Traces and isoptic
cubics Also the Isoptikon
documentation (help documents,
manual, etc.) and the Isoptikon image
folders, where all images used in
samples and tutorials.
Isoptikon License Keygen X64

*******************************
*******************************
************* * ** Isoptikon is a
drawing application for drawing
figures, for example figures of * **
Euclidean Geometry, the Pythagoras
theorem, the inference rules...etc. * **
The application is free, can be freely
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distributed and includes many tutorials
* ** and other types of material. It is
written using the Qt programming
toolkit, * ** and includes, amongst
others, the libraries: * * - the Math
Library, * * - the OpenGL 1.0/1.1 * *
- GLSL shaders for Opengl. * * 1.0/1.1 shaders for GLSL. * ********
*******************************
*******************************
***** *************************
*******************************
******************* * ** ------------------------------------------------------------------------ ** ** ** ** ** ** **
** ** ** b7e8fdf5c8
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Isoptikon Free

? Final version (4.0b4) ? English ?
Over 1000 objects and drawings ?
User-defined: triangles, conics,
(isoptics) rays, transformations and
end-points of isoptics ? Fully
customizable colours, shapes and
layouts for figure-types ? Userdefined labelling and symbols ? Photorealistic output (de-canvas mode). ?
very high accuracy of all objects and
drawings ? object moving, rotation,
symmetry, mirroring, scale, and
translation ? polygonal/conformal
drawing (multilayer) ? conversion
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from of many existing CAD-systems ?
figures of Euclidean Geometry with
many attributes (isoptics, symmetry,
contact-points, approximations,
intersections, lines, distances, etc...). ?
geometry based on CAGD publicdomain figures and objects ? imported
(Delex, UCSF, Nature etc..) images
(rectilinear projections, isoptic and
CAGD based) ? distances in degrees,
radians, angularizes, inverses, radians,
radians, radians, degrees, Cartesian
coordinates. ? isoptic, 2D, 3D,
stratified. ? Contains thousands of
equations ? objects/drawings are even
in 2D! ? vector-based (magnitude,
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norm, normal, inverses, vectors) ?
many included special functions ?
internal precision of objects and
drawings ? many figure-types(regular,
conic, line, parabola, ellipse,
hyperbola, convex), line-segments,
multiple-line-segments,... ? many
specialized attributes for objects
(rotation, translation, scaling, different
figures) ? Dynamic figure-types
(Image/Text on top or bottom, or
separated) ? Samples, many images,
tutorials, custom-colours and windows
for changing figures and options.
License: Do not distribute or publish
for commercial purposes, the
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application or the computer program
without my written permission, except
for J.C. Gómez. File names:
Isoptikon.exe Isoptikon.app Iso.doc
Isoptikon key.doc Tutorials: The
tutorials are in Acrobat format and can
be viewed in full-screen mode and
printed. They can be downloaded
What's New In Isoptikon?

--------------------------- The program is
designed to assist the user in the
preparation of drawings of simple
geometric shapes and geometrical
figures, and in the study of isoptic
curves and surfaces. Drawings are
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generated on a graphics screen and
saved as PostScript files. The program
is based on input from the mouse, the
keyboard or a combination of them.
Drawer Features: -------------------The library includes the following
components: - Drawing objects Geometric lines - Drawing programs Some special objects: - Rectangles Circles - Ellipses - Polygons Cylinders - Squares - Hyperspheres Spheres - Octagons - Cubes Succubical objects - isoptic programs
- Test files - Tutorial programs - A
chapter on theory Drawer Features:
-------------------- The library includes
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the following components: - Drawing
objects - Geometric lines - Drawing
programs - Some special objects: Rectangles - Circles - Ellipses Polygons - Cylinders - Squares Hyperspheres - Spheres - Octagons Cubes - Succubical objects - isoptic
programs - Test files - Tutorial
programs - A chapter on theory
Functionality: ---------------- The
program has the following functions: Calculation and plotting of geometric
lines - Calculation and plotting of
geometric figures - Calculation and
plotting of isoptic curves - Calculation
of isoptic surfaces - Calculation of
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isoptic volumes - Calculation of the
volume of a solid body - Calculation
of the volume of a tetrahedron Calculation of the volume of a cube Calculation of the volume of a
parallelepiped - Calculation of the
volume of an elliptical cuboid Calculation of the volume of a sphere
- Calculation of the volume of a
cylindrical volume - Calculation of the
volume of a trapezoidal cuboid Calculation of the volume of a
parallelepipedal cuboid - Calculation
of the volume of a triangular cuboid Calculation of the volume of a cuboid
of spheres - Calculation of the volume
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of a truncated cuboid - Calculation of
the volume of a body -
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System Requirements For Isoptikon:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP
Processor: 1.0 GHz (1.2 GHz
Pentium) Memory: 2 GB (3 GB
RAM) Graphics: Microsoft
Windows® 95/98 compatible video
card with 32 MB of RAM or higher
DirectX 9.0c compatible video card
with 32 MB of RAM or higher Hard
Drive: 32 MB available space
(Windows install DVD) Additional
Requirements: Sound card: Microsoft
Windows® 95/98 compatible sound
card Additional Notes: The Windows
installer DVD
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